Alternative block 4- just in case you need a pieced block...Jan’s applique block is awesome! No harm was intended with the making of this pieced block.

Darks:
A 1- 15/16" x 15/16" square...ok..I know...its between the 2" and 1 7/8"...be brave and no whining...mine turned out just fine...
B 4- 15/16" x 1 15/16" squares
C 4-1 7/8"x 1 7/8"squares- cut in half once to yield 8 total triangles

Lights:
D  4- 1 7/8” x 1 7/8” squares- cut in half once on the diagonal, to yield 8 triangles
E 1- 5 1/4” square- cut in half twice diagonally, to yield 4 triangles
D-same fabric as E- 2- 1 7/8” x 1 7/8” triangles- cut in half once diagonally, to yield 4 triangles

Make the QSTs with red C/D cream...stitch together the center row with A, C/D, B and cream D triangles ...and then piece together and add the two side pieced triangle units...I know...pretty lame directions, but you can do it.
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